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Abstract
Unlinkability, the property that prevents an adversary
recognizing whether outputs are from the same user, is
an important concept in RFID. There are many proposed
schemes that provide unlinkability, however most of the
schemes don’t consider constraints of the real world. In
this paper, we discuss the unlinkability and the real world
constraints in RFID systems, and simulate the attack by an
adversary. The simulation results show the real world constraints have possibility that break the unlinkability. We
also analyze the simulation results from three viewpoints.

1. Introduction
RFID (Radio Frequency IDentification) systems are systems which, with wireless communication, identify small
IC chips (RFID tags) attached to people and/or objects in
the real world. RFID Systems enable information systems
to relate people or objects in the real world with databases
in the virtual world, and are therefore acknowledged as fundamental systems for pervasive computing.
Since RFID Systems utilize wireless communication, an
adversary can easily read the IDs of primitive RFID tags.
Therefore, there appears a problem that an adversary can
track users’ movements, by setting readers everywhere and
extracting the log for an ID. For the problem, unlinkability,
a concept that one can not decide entries in the log as from a
single user or not, and its implementations [1, 2, 3, 4] have
been proposed.
However, no matter if we use the implementations above,
vulnerability of unlinkability still remains if an adversary
can utilize the constraints in the real world [5, 6, 7]. For
example, if an adversary knows the location of the readers,
then he/she can infer the correlation between tuples of each
(time, location), such as “I don’t know the ID of you, but I
know you were in the room a minute ago, since everyone on

this floor is over a minute from the room.”.
In this paper, we discuss the unlinkability and the real
world constraints in RFID systems. Firstly, we define a link
expression with real world constraints and propose a location tracking model. Secondly, we define the link problem
and propose its solution. Finally, we simulate a link successful rate of the link problem using our laboratory as simulation environment. The simulation results show the real
world constraints have possibility that break the unlinkability. We also analyze the simulation results from three
viewpoints.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes previous work and defines a link with real
world constraints. Section 3 proposes a location tracking
model and defines location tracking problems. Section 4
discusses the link problem, one of the location tracking
problems and proposes its solution. Section 5 describes
simulation results of the link problem. Section 6 discusses
the link attack with real world constraints based on the simulation results. Section 7 concludes this paper.

2. Link with Real World Constraints
In this section, we describe previous work and define a
link expression with real world constraints.

2.1. Link Attack
For simplicity, we assume that every RFID tag belongs
to and follows a user. In reality, an RFID tag might belong
to no/multiple users, or placed to an independent place of
the user, but we ignore these cases, where the problem is
relaxed as for unlinkability.
A link attack (or simply, link) is an attack by an adversary to know the movement of a (sometimes unknown) user,
performed as follows:
Phase 1: An adversary installs readers on any locations
known to him/her,

Phase 2: obtains the output of an RFID tag when it is
around a reader, and records the tuple: (output, time, location), and,
Phase 3: retrieves a set of tuples: (time, location) for a
single RFID tag inferring from the record, which corresponds to a movement history of a user.

Table 1. Link Attack without/with Real World
Constraint
without
with
Key for
Output of Plus, Location,
Link
RFID Tag
Time
Expression Success or
Probability
of Link
Failure
(0–1)

Supposing RFID tags always output static IDs, an adversary can perform successful link, since Phase 3 is possible
by retrieving a set of tuples: (time, location) for a single
‘output’.
Against link attacks, methods to have dynamic IDs on
each RFID tag, using such as hash functions, are proposed [1, 2, 3, 4]. These are assumed to achieve unlinkability against adversaries, since they cannot perform Phase
3 in which each ‘output’ cannot be used as a retrieval key
for the same RFID tag.

link means a tag cannot move from a place A to B in time
k.
Table 1 is a comparison of link attacks in traditional
methods and those with real world constraints. With real
world constraints, link attacks are done with not only the
output of RFID tags, but also with location and time, and
the expression of link is probabilistic.

2.2. Real World Constraints

3. Location Tracking Model

Although the link attack introduced above is upon the
outputs of RFID tags, the information an adversary can use
is not limited to them in reality. In general, the time and
the location of a read event of a reader have the following
correlations [5, 6, 7]:

In this section, we propose a location tracking model to
evaluate the location tracking ability of an adversary. Since
the link attack is one of the methods of the location tracking,
we can evaluate the attack by this model.

• An RFID tag can only move to some length in limited
time, and not be in far away.
• An RFID tag sometimes has to go through some place
to get to a goal. For example, a product in a supermarket has to pass a cashier before exits.
Utilizing these correlations, vulnerability of unlinkability still exists as the following [7]: Suppose a system with
two RFID tags, and suppose reader A and B read a tag in
time t, and reader C and D read in time t + k, where A and
C is far enough not to move in time k. Then, one can infer
that a tag has moved from B to C.

2.3. Probabilistic Expression of Link
The link attacks in Section 2.1 only succeed in either (1)
always successful as static IDs, or (2) always unsuccessful
as difficult as random attacks.
However, in case of utilizing real world constraints
where the success in link attack comprehends uncertainty,
we should introduce probabilistic expression of link. For
instance, we should express such as an RFID tag observed
in time t at place A will be at place B in the possibility
pk (A,B) = 0.3 and at C in pk (A,C) = 0.1 , at time t + k.
With the expression, we can represent various constraints
in the real world, such that the possibility pk (A,B) = 0 of

3.1. Target System for Modeling
We assume users have an RFID tag and an adversary try
to know movements of users by RFID.
Let N be the number of RFID tags in an RFID system. L
denotes a set of locations that users can move. LR denotes
a subset of L where the adversary installed a reader. We
assume |L| = m and |Lr | = r.
When an RFID tag moves into a location li ∈ L, the
reader either reads the output of the RFID tag correctly, or
cannot detect tag due to communication errors. We denote
the probability of former action by 1−Perr , and that of later
action is Perr .
We assume that there are no false positive reads, where
RFID tags might be read when they are outside of the reader
range.

3.2. Location Tracking Model
Figure 1 shows a location tracking model that we proposed. Our model consists of N-tuples (RFID tag, location
information source), a group of readers, and a decoder.
In the following, we explain each element.
3.2.1 RFID Tag and Location Information Source
Here, Location Information Source Li is an information
source that represents the location of RFID tag Mi . Oi de-
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Figure 1. Location Tracking Model
notes a set of outputs of RFID tag Mi .
We express an existence of an RFID tag Mi by a location
l ∈ Li as a pair (o, l), where o ∈ Oi .

A decoder is modeled as a finite state machine which outputs N -tuples location information Li from (Oi ∪ {∗}, Li ∪
{∗}) inputs. An adversary tries to close the outputs of
the decoder to the output of location information source,
by data correction. The approximation level of the outputs
shows the tracking ability of the adversary.

3.3. Location Tracking Problem
We can define some problems related to location tracking
by location tracking model.

3.2.2 Readers
Readers are modeled as an algorithm that outputs N -tuples
(Oi ∪ {∗}, Li ∪ {∗}) from N -tuples input (Oi , Li ). ‘∗’ denotes unknown elements of Oi or Li . The outputs of this
algorithm correspond to tuples (output, location, time), that
is stored in the database in Phase 2. This algorithm is described as follows:

1. How to construct a decoder to maximize the tracking
ability
2. How to allocate readers to maximize the tracking ability under some restrictions
In next section, we discuss former problem that is restricted condition Perr = 0.

Step 1: let i ← 1.
Step 2: let o be an input from Mi and l be a input of Li .

4. Link Problem

Step 3: if l ∈
/ LR then let Zi ← (∗, ∗) and go to Step 6.

In this section, we define the link problem, one of the
location tracking problems, and proposes its solution.

Step 4: let x ← GenRandReal(0, 1).
Step 5: if 0 ≤ x < Perr then let Zi ← (∗, ∗); otherwise
let Zi ← (o, l).
Step 6: if i 6= N then let i ← i + 1 and return to Step 2.
Step 7: let i ← 1.
Step 8: let j ← GenRandInt(i + 1, N ).
Step 9: swap with Zi and Zj .
Step 10: if i = N − 1 then output Z1 , · · · , ZN ; otherwise
let i ← i + 1 and return to Step 8.
GenRandReal(x, y) denotes a random number generator that outputs a real number r ∈ [x, y], and
GenRandInt(i, j) denotes a random number generator
that outputs an integer m ∈ [i, j].
When an RFID tag is in a location where no reader is
installed, the adversary cannot get the output of the tag and
its location. This is represented in Step 2 and Step 3.
When an RFID tag is in a location where a reader is installed, the adversary can get the output of the tag and its

4.1. Problem Definition
Let S be a set of the locations of N tags at time t, and E
be a set of the locations at time t+k. We suppose Perr = 0.
The link problem is finding a correct combination of the
locations which each person moved. An adversary can get
people’s moving history by solving a series of link problem
changing time interval k.
Let F be a set of bijection S → E. We use a bijection f ∈ F to express combinations of the locations. Let
strength of the link between location i at time t and location
j at time t+k be pk (i, j). According to Bayes’ theorem, we
can compute the probability that f ∈ F is a correct combination, as such:
Q
k
s∈S p (s, f (s))
P
Q
(1)
k
g∈F { s∈S p (s, g(s))}
An adversary use f , which maximizes Eq.(1), to construct a decoder. Since denominator of Eq.(1) is a constant
whatever f ∈ F , we can define the link problem as follows.
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4.2. Solution
The link problem can be solved by brute force method.
However, O(n!) calculation is needed.
If Eq.(2) is converted by logarithm, we have
X
log{C(f )} =
log{P (s, f (s))}
(3)

Figure 2. Rough sketch of our laboratory and
readers allocation

Eq.(3) is a same form of assignment problem, which can be
solved O(n3 ) calculation by Munkres algorithm [8].
fˆ ∈ F , which maximizes Eq.(3), also maximizes Eq.(2).
Since x < y ⇐⇒ log(x) < log(y) , where ∀x, y ∈ R+ .
Therefore, the link problem can be solved O(N 3 ) calculations by Munkres algorithm.
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5. Simulation
Using the formula obtained in the previous section, we
simulated the link successful rate without ID information.
We used our laboratory as simulation environment. Figure 2 shows the rough sketch of our laboratory. We suppose
m = r = 9. State transition matrix Π = {pi,j } is given as
follows.
2
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State transition matrix Π includes real world constraints
as follows. Firstly, when people in a room(L2, L4, L5,
L6, L8, L9), the probability of staying in the same room
is high(e.g. p4,4 = 0.6). Secondary, when people in a corridor(L1, L3, L7), the probability of moving to another place
is high(e.g. p1,3 = 0.7). Finally, people cannot move from
a room to another room directly without passing a corridor(e.g. p5,6 = 0).
We simulated the link successful rate varying N and k
by a simulation program. Figure 3 shows the simulation

Figure 3. Simulation results for link successful rate

results. Naive scheme uses a decoder that doesn’t consider
real world constraints. The more the number of tags N and
the time interval k increase, the more the link successful
rates decreases. If the number of tag N exceeds about 40,
the link successful rate is converged. When k is 20, the link
successful rate of our scheme is a same level as that of naive
scheme.
When the conditions are N = 20, k = 1, the link successful rate of the naive scheme is 17.5%. However, that of
our scheme is 59.6% in the same conditions. This means
the real world constraints have possibility that break the unlinkability.

6. Discussion
In this section, we discuss a link attack considering real
world constraints from the viewpoints of prevention, acceptance, and application.

6.1. Prevention of Link Attack
In this subsection, we discuss how to prevent a link attack by an adversary.
6.1.1 No Response to Adversary’s Reader
The best way to avoid the link attack is preventing an adversary from getting any information about a tag. Yamada
et al. proposed a scheme that tags don’t response to adversary’s readers at any time. In Yamada’s scheme, a tag
authenticates a reader, and the tag responds to the reader if
and only the authentication is successful [9].
Challenge-response protocol is widely used in authentication, since the protocol can avoid replay attacks. However, challenge-response protocol cannot be used to Yamada’s scheme, since the tag cannot send a challenge without revealing its existence. Then, Yamada’s scheme introduces a timestamp based authentication. A timestamp can
be shared between tags and readers without communication.
Therefore, the tag can authenticate the reader without revealing its existence.
However, the tag must have a battery, since the tag needs
a clock to get a timestamp. Therefore, Yamada’s scheme
cannot apply to a passive tag, which doesn’t contain a battery.
6.1.2 Increasing Time Interval
Increasing the time interval k is one of the ways to prevent
the link attack. Yamane et al. proposed the concept of a
silent period [7]. The silent period is a transition period
that starts from the last output of the tag. During the silent
period, the tag doesn’t respond to any reader.
The simulation results (See Section 5) showed the link
successful rate of our scheme is a same level as that of naive
scheme, when k is 20. Therefore, if the length of the silent
period is 20, we can ignore the real world constraints in this
case.
During the silent period, even regular reader cannot read
the tag. Therefore, a long silent period decreases the quality of service(QoS). It is necessary to set appropriate silent
period that balances QoS and the danger of the link attack.
The problem of setting appropriate silent period can be defined using the location tracking model (See Section 3).

the number of tag N exceeds the threshold value (in case of
our simulation environment, about 40), the link successful
rate is converged. We should set the system so that N can
exceed the threshold value.
If RFID systems become more popular, we can easily
satisfy the conditions such as ‘the number of the tags in a
building is more than 40’. However, it is difficult to satisfy
the conditions on the first stage of RFID permeation. Therefore, there is a possibility that the spread of RFID stops due
to privacy problems. One of the solutions to solve this permeation problem is increasing the N by installing dummy
tags on various locations. And another solution is introducing the schemes described in previous subsections during
the first stage of RFID permeation.

6.2. Acceptance of Link Attack
The simulation results show an adversary successes a
link attack in short odds without ID information if the time
interval k is short. In other words, we cannot avoid some
link attack even if a tag changes its outputs every time.
Then, we can choose the scheme that decreases the frequency of the update of the tag output if we tolerate some
link attack. This scheme has a possibility that the cost of
RFID system can be low without depraving the danger of
the link attack.

6.3. Application of Link Attack
Up to here, we discussed the problem of the location
tracking by an adversary. In this subsection, we discuss the
location tracking for regular service.
A regular service provider can get tag ID from tag outputs using encryption key etc. Therefore, the situation of
the link problem, in which service provider can’t get a tag
ID but can know the location of the tag, cannot be happened originally. However, there is a situation in which a
reader fails to read the tag output due to Cyclic Redundancy
Check(CRC) error, RFID tag collision, etc. In such a case,
the reader cannot get the tag ID but can detect the existence
of some tags. Therefore, we can use the link problem for
error correction.

7. Conclusion
6.1.3 Increasing Number of Tags
The simulation results show the link successful rate is high,
when N is small. The more the number of tags N increases,
the more the link successful rates decreases. Since the adversary can expect the user’s future position at certain probability as far as he knows the user’s past position, the link
successful rate never decreases less than the probability, If

In this paper, we discussed the unlinkability and the real
world constraints in RFID systems, and simulated the attack by an adversary. The simulation results showed the
real world constraints have possibility that break the unlinkability. We also analyzed the simulation results from three
viewpoints.

The next challenge is to solve a link problem removing
the restriction Perr = 0. We want to discuss the link attack
more deeply by solving the new link problem.
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